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Winner of Best Show at Noches FETEN 2016 (European Theatre
Festival for children and youth) with Yet Another Fleeting Hour

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other awards for our artistic director: 

 

ATAPIB Award for Best Show 2018 of the Balearic Islands for SENTINEL by

Circ Bover, directed by Pau Bachero  
 

Festival NOCTIVAGOS Award 2018 for VINCLES, by Circ Bover, 

directed by Pau Bachero   
   

ZIRKÒLIKA Popular Vote Award for Best Show 2016 for VINCLES by Circ Bover,

directed by Pau Bachero  
 

Move Award Quality Label by MOVE-A for VINCLES by Circ Bover, 

directed by Pau Bachero 
  

FETEN Award 2016 for Best Street Show for VINCLES by Circ Bover, 

directed by Pau Bachero   

 

ATAPIB Award for Best Show 2016 for VINCLES by Circ Bover, 

directed by Pau Bachero  
·     

Best Show Award 2014 at Feria de Teatro de Castilla la Mancha for CIRC

TRANSHUMANT by Circ Bover, directed by Pau Bachero

BEST SHOW AWARD

‘NOCHES FETEN 2016’

European Fair of Performing Arts in

Gijón, España

Awards



La Mecànica & Teatre Principal de Palma

The Little Things started life as a show for children, but rapidly

transformed into a sassy and fast-moving performance for their parents,

that is seen by children and adults on two very different levels.

Born from a view of the world as seen at knee-height, by children, and

the world they discover, The Little Things transforms from the innocence

of a hungry caterpillar into a majestic butterfly, exploring and dazzling

the world.  Using puppetry and dance, physical theatre and music, it

blends the comic directness and sincere naivety of childhood with the

often absurd struggle of parents to be great role-models whilst also

stretching to keep the very grown-up pleasures and releases of adult life.

This is a riotous, fresh and inspiring piece of physical theatre for anyone

who is a child, has ever been a child or has children in their lives.

The Little Things  (2021)



Posted by Toni Rumbau | June 5th, 2021 | Putxinelli.cat

[...] The show was a perfect and exultant end for the Festival, with a work that sets
out the relation within parents and their children from a contemporary, truthful
and fun perspective, in which the audience, families and children in general,
could see themselves reflected and they also were captivated by the same
emotions that the actors transmited.
In fact, we are in front of a show that can only be qualified as a big catharsis. The
catharsis of a group of young actors who have become parents recently and who
have lived this sudden and dramatic change between youth and being an adult
with kids, who arrive suddenly as fallen from heaven or who knows from. The
slavery that maternity means, the boundless and invasive vitality of children, the
desesperation of being trapped by obligations we have ridiculized in the past
when we saw them in others' lives, all those moods which are in the end the steps
of the classic calvary of every family... How can we deal with all this on the stage
without being dramatic or melodramatic, narcissist or sorrowful?
La Mecànica, with the excellent actors Aina Zanoguera, Alejandro Navarro, Borja
Tous and Carme Serna, decided there was only a possible ending for this story:
the freeing catharsis of connecting again with oneself youth, of which they are
still owners, seeing themselves through their children. Looking through our
children, full of life, and accepting their eagerness to play and have fun.
[...]
But it won't be until when a real kid appears on the stage, the catharsis of the
actors will expand suddenly and unstoppably around the room and it will
captivate the audience through the nose and the eyes, the audience will see
themselves in front of a show which talks about truth, the truth of the characters,
the actors, the actresses, the children as extras and the truth of their own lives.
The enthusiasm multiplied by a thousand when ten or fiveteen children joined
the first one, interpreting all together, also with the actors, the chasings, the
games and the dances of the last scene of the play. It is impossible to describe
the scene, words can't get closer to the catharsis. Because this is what we lived in
Teatre Xesc Forteza in Palma, the exultant and freeing catharsis of a festive
encounter between this two very separated and different universes that are
children and adults.
What more could we ask for as the end of a festival which aimed to involve adults
and children, through puppets, visual and objects theatre?

http://www.putxinelli.cat/author/tonirumbau/
http://www.putxinelli.cat/2021/06/05/iv-festival-internacional-de-teatre-de-teresetes-2021-labu-teatre-tian-gombau-lechelle-la-mecanica/


Per uns instants, el teatre es convertí en un laboratori teatral, on
l’enginy de l’actor cobrava forma en les petites històries, minúscules
escenes, que convidaven a la tendresa, però també al vertígen del
món infantil, on l’equilibri emocional és una recerca que s’ha de fer
amb cura, afinant la capacitat d’improvització, de creació i de
paciència que els més petits requereixen

ENG

For a moment, the theatre became a theatrical laboratory,

where the actors wit took shape in each small story, tiny

scenes, which invited tenderness, but also the abyss of the

young people's world, where emotional balance is a research

that must be done with care, fine-tuning the ability of the

actor to perform, the ability to create and the patience that

the smallest require.

Els actors demostraren una tècnica excepcional, amb la manipulació
d’objectes en un clar intent de potenciar la imaginació i la creativitat,
tant dels joves com dels més grans

ENG

The actors demonstrated an exceptional technique, with the

manipulation of objects in a clear attempt to enhance the

imagination and creativity of both young and old.

ENG

In short, a work full of tenderness and familiarity

"Les petites coses" encandila el teatre de Capdepera

En definitiva, una obra plena de tendresa i familiaritat

https://www.mentelocale.it/milano/eventi/170804-603-2713-water-falls.htm
https://www.mentelocale.it/milano/eventi/170804-603-2713-water-falls.htm
https://www.capvermell.org/index.php/cultura/27396-les-petites-coses-encandila-el-teatre-de-capdepera
https://www.mentelocale.it/milano/eventi/170804-603-2713-water-falls.htm


La Mecànica & Mime Prague

A one-man show with a splash of disaster.
Street theatre and physical performance
meet in one proud comedian’s dream show
turned nightmare as the elements and the
audience get involved, taking him from hero
to zero in 35 minutes. Dreaming of bouquets
from buckets, troubles are doubled as he
realises that gravity always wins, and that
when you least want it to, water falls.

Water Falls (2018)



Mentinfuga. www.mentingufa.com. 23 setembre

“Avremmo potuto fermarci a sabato, ma presi da un incontenibile
desiderio di bellezza e di risate a pancia piena siamo tornati anche
domenica. Ad aspettarci in prima serata ai Bagni Misteriosi del
Parenti abbiamo trovato Pau Bachero e Mon Joan Tiquat e il loro
Water Falls. Sembrava uno spettacolo costruito apposta per la
piscina dei Bagni misteriosi, dove l’acqua sembra sfidare la forza di
gravità e la fa da padrona, tra esercizi di raffinata giocoleria, tuffi e
spruzzi, e un uso del corpo caratterizzato da grande sicurezza e
destrezza.”

ENG

Waiting for us in the early evening at the Mysterious Baths of

Parenti we found Pau Bachero and Mon Joan Tiquat and their

Water Falls . It looked like a show built especially for the

Mysterious Baths pool, where the water seemed to defy the

force of gravity and is the master, between exercises of

refined juggling, dips and splashes, and a use of the body

characterized by great confidence and dexterity.

Circuito CLAPS

“Water Falls è uno spettacolo irriverente in cui la sfida a non versare
nemmeno una goccia d’acqua diventa impossibile anche solo da
immaginare. Eppure un gran numero di secchi volteggia nell’aria
come se la forza di gravità non esistesse. Clown e giocolieri, questi
artisti in arrivo dalle Isole Baleari si concedono in un’esilarante prova
che esalta le loro doti mimiche insieme alla capacità di costruire una
forte empatia con il pubblico.”

ENG

"Water Falls is an irreverent show in which the challenge of

not spilling even a drop of water becomes impossible even to

imagine. Yet a large number of buckets hover in the air as if the

force of gravity did not exist. Clowns and jugglers, these artists

arriving from the Balearic Islands indulge in an exhilarating test

that enhances their mimicry skills along with the ability to build

strong empathy with the public. "



Mentelocale. www.mentelocale.it. 15 setembre.
 
“dalle Isole Baleari arriva La Mecanica con Water Falls (in replica
domenica 20) in cui un duo surreale si sfida a colpi di folle giocoleria
con secchi pieni d’acqua, ricordando la delicatezza di Charlie Chaplin
e la goffaggine di Jerry Lewis.”

ENG

"From the Balearic Islands comes La Mecànica with Water Falls in

which a surreal duo that challenges each other with crazy

juggling strokes with buckets full of water, recalling the

delicacy of Charlie Chaplin and the clumsiness of Jerry Lewis."

THE INGOLD BROTHERS NEVER FAIL, LA MECÀNICA PROVOQUES
ENTHUSIASM

ENG

THE INGOLD BROTHERS NEVER FAIL, LA

MECÀNICA PROVOQUES ENTHUSIASM

Some of the most stimulating proposals of

FiraB! are in the open air, breaking into the

flows of residents and tourists, gathering

over a hundred people around a set that

seems to come from nowhere. It was the

case of Water Falls: a collision of two

antagonistic beings in a landscape of

buckets, audience and water (as a

transmitting element of a positive energy).

Humour - with flashes of Chaplin and

Jerry Lewis - contortion, balance, within a

story that  evolves, that goes further, that

does not remain in an anecdote. Physical,

beautiful, street theatre, by the hand of La

Mecànica in collaboration with the Czech

company MimePrague, with dramaturgy by

Radim Vizvary and with impeccable

performers Pau Bachero and Mon Joan

Tiquat.

https://www.mentelocale.it/milano/eventi/170804-603-2713-water-falls.htm


La Mecànica & Théâtre du Mouvement

As we wait for this brilliant and constantly

surprising hour to begin, three suited men,

like Tati, Thiérrée or Keaton emerge from

their boxes. From refined virtuosity to

acrobatic movement, their communication is

universal; physical, imagined, musical and

poetic. Broken down words and unexpected

sounds interact and play games with their

bodies, in a shifting, deteriorating and

increasingly chaotic manner. From planks to

blocks, blocks to cubes, cubes to sheets of

paper; they embark on an improbable

journey of immeasurable scale; swiftly

transforming the space with what's available

to them. In a Terry Gilliamesque finale, our

heroes end up lost, overwhelmed and

immersed in an ecstatic and theatre

engulfing blizzard of paperwork and hot air.

BEST SHOW AWARD

‘NOCHES FETEN 2016’

European Fair of Performing Arts in

Gijón, España

Yet another fleeting hour  (2014)



“An exceptional piece with a precision of a goldsmith.”
On aime beaucoup TÉLERAMA - PARÍS

 

“A tour de force, a beautiful show, handmade, fine,
subtle,  crossed by an incredible energy of life”

★★★★★ Toute la Culture.

 

“Exact, perfect, timeless. A definitive reference”
Última Hora

 
“Everything is possible in this undefinable show”

★★★★ Fancultura



Sublime mastery at the confluence of genres, "Encore une heure si

courte" Théâtre du Mouvement for two nights at the Vingtième Théâtre

in Paris.

This is a total show, with no words, that Claire Heggen and Théâtre du

Mouvement invites us in “Encore une heure si courte”. The three artists

perform under the eyes of the public a show like no other, in the crossroads

of languages and rich in contributions from many disciplines, but much more

than the sum of all of its parts. A crazy dream, a poetic journey, a work of

absolute precision.   ★★★★★

It’s not by coincidence that Claire Heggen just received the 2015 award from

the Institute International de la Marionette. Her demanding work, her

ceaselessly research during years, have melted into mastery that show of an

incredible talent. The show 'Encore une heure si courte' will be playing 12 and

13 of October in Paris to celebrate the 40th anniversary of The Theatre du

Mouvement and it will show you the brilliance of this theatre director.

On stage, wooden boxes and boards, painted white on the outside and red

on the inside. Voices sound, they are calling and get answers in an

unarticulated language. Things change places. The world starts moving under

a precise lightening.

It is a precarious journey, sometimes dreamy, sometimes delirious but always

poetic, undertaken by men leaving boxes. Pursued by disturbing noises the

three characters travel and explore their environment. Often at the edge of

an extreme saved unbalance, sometimes with clumsiness, often with

humour.

There is no storyline and you will be captivated anyway. There is no text but

there are words in a strange tongue that sometimes seem to have a meaning,

giving rhythm to the physical and mental evolution of the characters. It´s an

internal journey and at the same time the scenic space unfolds. It is

incomprehensible, but that doesn´t matter because it´s sensitive, there is

nothing to understand and much to see and much to feel.

October 13th 2015



We must extol the extraordinary performance of the artists, Pau Bachero,

Albert Mèlich and Alejandro Navarro, who jump with talent to a game of

mouvement that does not belong to any particular discipline, and to many at

the same time. The voice moves between singing, rhythmic words and

onomatopoeias. The movement plays with acrobatics, many times like

walking on a rope, to almost dancing. With their impressive presence on the

stage, deprived of intelligible speech, with precise expressions and attitudes,

the three artists project a touchable emotional force. Nothing escapes the

viewer and nothing is indicated. Nothing is obvious, it is a feat.

Everything is under control but we don’t see the cost of the effort. 

The rhythm is perfect, with no mistakes. In the movement, the smallest

gesture is written and performed with extreme detail. The artists dominate

their bodies and their surrounding and are at all-time perfectly aware of the

position of the others. A high quality performance with perfect precision that

at the same time seems elegantly invisible should be celebrated. 

A tour de force, a beautiful show, handmade, fine, subtle, crossed by an

incredible energy of life, to discover, or re-discovering at the Vingtième

Théâtre.  A journey to the unreal, a visual trip that you don´t want to miss.

 

By Mathieu Dochtermann, Toute la Culture



Revue cet été lors du festival Mimos (Périgueux), cette pièce
emblématique du Théâtre du mouvement, créée en 1989, n'a rien
perdu de sa fantaisie. Claire Heggen, magicienne du geste, fait surgir
trois hommes de simples boîtes. Vêtus de costumes, ces gentlemen
facétieux, apparentés à Jacques Tati et Buster Keaton, évoluent dans
un paysage de cubes et de planches pour se retrouver au milieu d'un
ouragan de papier. Tels des employés de bureau submergés par la
paperasserie, dans un open space qui se prêtait pourtant à toutes
leurs facéties. Avec une précision d'orfèvre, les jeux constants
d'équilibre et de déséquilibre dialoguent avec la partition musicale de
Georges Aperghis, tout en révélant une série d'images corporelles
loufoques et poétiques. Une pièce insolite, entre mime et acrobatie.
Thierry Voisin. 

ENG - [rough translation]

Reviewed this summer during the Mimos Festival (Périgueux,

France), this emblematic piece by Théâtre du Mouvement,

created in 1989, has lost none of its fantasy. Claire Heggen,

magician of gesture, takes three men out of simple boxes.

Dressed in suits, these mischievous gentlemen, related to

Jacques Tati and Buster Keaton, evolve in a landscape of cubes

and boards to find themselves in the middle of a hurricane of

paper. Like office workers overwhelmed by paperwork, in an

open space that lends itself to all their pranks. With a precision

of a goldsmith, constant games of balance and imbalance

dialogue with the musical score by Georges Aperghis, all

revealing a series of wacky and poetic body images. An

exceptional piece, between mime and acrobatics.

https://www.mentelocale.it/milano/eventi/170804-603-2713-water-falls.htm
https://www.mentelocale.it/milano/eventi/170804-603-2713-water-falls.htm
https://www.mentelocale.it/milano/eventi/170804-603-2713-water-falls.htm


Rubber bodies

[Rough Translation]

A quarter century since Théâtre du

Mouvement created this iconic work, a

piece of worship that now reaches Spain

in version of Claire Heggen. Encore… is a

canonical work, a definitive reference.

There is no mouvement theatre (it’s the

body who speaks) without revisiting this

geniality. So it is a chance to see this

miracle live: almost two hours, which are

short, of impossible situations.

Contortionists, funambulism, impossible

balances, and nothing of this either. It is

much more. The body at the service of

humour. An overwhelming body, trained to

perform major feats hands down. Three

bodies committed to the wild imagination of

an absurd and naive story, three children's

bodies under the orders of a more than

rigorous discipline. Stunning. Subtle critique

of a society trapped in isolation (first part)

and bureaucracy (part two): boxes isolate us

and torture us but also throws us to a

restless movement, aimless, until finally we

are engulfed, after a long pilgrimage

through impossible landscapes. Three

obedient and hardworking citizens who

never lose their smile and composure:

Parable of dehumanization. A gigantic

acting job, extremely demanding, suitable

only for very specialized actors. Exactly,

perfect, timeless.



★★★★★

It´s not really necessary to look for meanings in this Encore une heure si

courte; perhaps it´s enough to admire the fascinating and surreal evolutions

of these three onomatopoeic survivors in a sea of boxes. You can find

everything or nothing. The one who wants to understand, understands –and

understands them-, the one who doesn´t will enjoy this absurd and strangely

lucid experience anyway.

Like inertia, with the genius unconsciousness of chance and with an

undeniable aesthetic taste, the work does reflect and even builds a wild

speech about survival, teamwork, coexistence, bureaucracy, maladjustment,

success, social fears, existential doubts... well  what do I know.  Everything is

possible in this indefinable surprising show which belongs to the world of

movement theatre, but also dances with words, flirts with silence and tangles

with bodies, breathing and sweat of the actors: contortionists, clowns,

acrobats that make a real physical and gestural exhibition.

This combination of elements comes out with a result as comical as inspiring.

Without logical speech, this show cheers up our emotions and shakes up our

minds, and one leaves the theatre touched and moved, without knowing

really well why. 

And besides all of this, it is a real pleasure for the eyes.

by Javier Matesanz, at fancultura.com

FANCULTURA  september 15th 2015


